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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE

44th Annual New Jersey Council of Figure Skating Clubs’ Championships
Sanctioned by the US Figure Skating

Hosted by Atlantic City Figure Skating Club
 
Dates: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, June – 1, 2 and 3, 2007
Location: Flyers Skate Zone   504 N. Albany Ave,   Atlantic City, NJ    08401

Tel.# (609)441-1780
Chairperson:       Joan Branella   25 Harbour  Lane  Margate, NJ 08402  609-823-8587  pollyb1117@aol.com
Co Chairperson:  Debbie Imber    2 Harbour  Lane  Margate, NJ 08402  609-822-6352   beachtwins@comcast.net

 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

WHO MAY COMPETE:  Any U.S. Figure Skating member who maintains legal residence in New Jersey or who
maintains a New Jersey US Figure Skating club as their HOME club.  For Maneuver team events, any New Jersey
US Figure Skating club with a team composed of skaters who individually meet the qualifications established for
competing in singles, couples, team or pair events.

 RULES:  The competition will be conducted according to the rules in the 2007 Rule Book except as stated herein.
The 6.0 judging system will be used for this competition THE COMPETITION COMMITTEE RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO MAKE CHANGES MARKED AS URGENT BY THE MAY 2007 GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING.

SCHEDULES AND EVENTS:  The right to cancel any event due to lack of contestants is reserved by the Competition
Committee.  If events are cancelled, skaters entered in such events may be invited to skate an exhibition if time and
scheduling permits.  However, those skaters desiring to skate such an exhibition will not receive a refund.  Please be
advised that the schedule is prepared by the referee after the close of entries and is based strictly on the number of
events and competitors, and the availability of the judges.  The Competition Committee reserves the right to limit the
size of each group and to combine or divide groups.  All skaters must be at the rink at least one hour before
scheduled event.
 
MANEUVER TEAM EVENTS:  Any New Jersey US Figure Skating club may enter a team in each of the events. 
Skaters may participate as a team member for only one club, and only on one Maneuver team.
 
MUSIC:  Contestants must bring their own CD for Freestyle, Artistic, Pairs, Showcase, OSP and Free Dance
programs.  Each CD must be labeled with the competitor’s name, address, and event. Vocal music (with lyrics) is
allowed only where specified.  All other music may not have lyrics. We will accept CD’s only!

LIABILITY:  US Figure Skating clubs, organizers of this competition, The New Jersey Council of Figure Skating
Clubs, Flyers Skate Zone, Atlantic County, its management and employees undertake no responsibility for damage or
injuries suffered by the skaters or officials.  As a condition of and in consideration of the acceptance of their entries or
participation therein, all entrants, their parents or guardians and officials shall be deemed to agree to assume all risks
of injury to their person and property resulting from, caused by, or connected with, the conduct and management of
the competition, and to waive and release any and all claims which they have against any officials, the US Figure
Skating, the club(s) hosting the event the competition, and against its officers, and their entries shall be accepted only
on such condition.

HOTEL: Clarion Hotel is the Host Hotel and is located 5 miles from the rink at 6821 Black horse Pike,
Atlantic City West, EHT, NJ 08234  Phone: 609-272-0200 or Reservations:800-782-9237.
Rates for May 31, June 1 & June 2 :Single/Double Room - $98.00; Triple or Suite - $123.00.; Quad - $148
All room reservations include full American Breakfast served in Dr. T’s Bistro from 6:30am to 10:30am.
RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE BY APRIL 30 for Competition Rate. Please be sure to mention
Atlantic City FSC is the Host Club for the NJCFSC Championship Competition when making your
reservation.
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ENTRY INFORMATION
Entry forms and fees must be postmarked no later than Saturday, April 14, 2007.  ALL LATE ENTRIES WILL BE
CHARGED $25 LATE FEE. Late entries will be accepted only at the discretion of the Chief Referee and no later than
April 27th.. No metered, registered or certified mail will be accepted.  Post office cancellation is required.  Send entry
form and fee to: 

2007 NJCFSC Championships
c/o Joan Branella
25 Harbour Lane

Margate, NJ 08402
pollyb1117@aol.com

Test Levels attained by April 14, 2007 will be the determining factor for the competition category. 

Please do not call for schedule information or mail a self addressed envelope.. Schedules WILL NOT be
mailed.   Schedules will be available 7-10 days prior to the competition and will be posted on the NJ Council Internet
web site: www.njcfsc.org  as well as ACFSC website at www.acfsc.homestead.com
  You may also enter the site through  http://www.usfigureskating.org 

REFUNDS:   (USFSA 3233 & 3235)
Fees will be refunded only if an event is cancelled.  Those skaters invited to skate an exhibition & opting to
do so in a cancelled event, will not receive a refund.  Under no other circumstances will a refund be given
(including: conflicting family activities, injuries and deaths in the family).
There is no admission fee for competition spectators.  As a result it will not be necessary to issue chaperone or
professional gate passes.

ENTRY FEES

Basic Skills $55 Each Additional Event   $25
First Event $60 Pairs/Couples Event $40 per person
Second Event $40 Maneuver Team $60 per team

Returned checks will be subject to a $25 reprocessing fee.  The reprocessing fee plus entry fee must then be
paid by cash, money order or certified check.
  

AWARDS AND TROPHIES
Medals will be awarded to the First, Second, Third and Fourth place competitors, respectively, in each group of
Freestyle, Compulsory Moves, Compulsory Spins with Connecting Footwork, Artistic, Pairs, Dance and Showcase,
plus to each of the First, Second, Third and Fourth place Maneuver team members.  The First place Gold Maneuver
team will receive a Plaque signifying their achievement.  Freestyle Trophies are awarded only for the final round. 
Perpetual* (to be held one year) and individual (keeper) trophies will be awarded to First place competitors as follows:
 

Senior Ladies Freestyle Trophy donated by John Cattus
Highest Men’s Freestyle Fritz Dietl Memorial Trophy
Junior Ladies Freestyle Anne Marie Dunn Memorial Trophy
Junior/Senior Artistic Event Geneva Emerson Memorial Trophy
Novice Ladies Freestyle Katherine Neil Trophy
Intermediate Ladies Freestyle Janet Craw Trophy
Juvenile Girls Helen Laurie Memorial Trophy
Pre-Juvenile Girls Ethel Garwood Trophy
Preliminary Girls Anne B. Flower Memorial Trophy
Cup Dance Council Trophy
Senior Trophy Dance Phyllis Franceschini Memorial Trophy

* Perpetual trophies will be presented to the winning skater during the NJCFSC Championships award ceremony, but
will immediately thereafter remain in the possession of NJCFSC.  Skaters will then be awarded an individual keeper
trophy signifying the achievement. 
Where a trophy will be awarded, the first through third place finishers from each elimination round will advance to the
trophy round, not to exceed twelve (12) skaters.  If only one group competes, this will serve as the trophy round for
that event.

EVENTS and QUALIFICATIONS
Any individual who was a First Place winner in any 2006 or prior US Figure Skating qualifying competition or in the
2006 or prior New Jersey Council of FSC Championships is not eligible to skate in an equivalent or lower category,
but may enter the next higher category even though the required test has not been attained. This category ruling
does not apply to the Senior Ladies or Men’s event, the cup and Open Dance events, Compulsory Moves,
Compulsory Spins with Connecting Footwork, Showcase, Artistic, Team events, or the Adult events. Any skater may
apply to compete in the next higher category above their qualification level, but is not allowed to change the
application after it is submitted.
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FREESTYLE EVENTS

Each event will be held separately for the Men and Women with the exception of the Basic Skills events. If the
number of entries warrant, events may be subdivided into either age-based or “draw” grouping, as determined by the
Competition Committee or Referee. The number indicated in [0:00] is the program length in minutes/seconds and
allow a plus or minus 10 seconds. All events skated in accordance with the 2006-2007 rule book. 

Only 2 Freestyle events will be counted as points toward the 2007 Kern Trophy.

Basic Skills Programs

Basic Skills- Will be following the guidelines as set forth in the Basic Skills Competition Manual.  No US Figure
Skating tests passed.  Skaters entering these events may not compete in any other Freestyle event.  (Boys and Girls
may be scheduled to compete against each other).  Programs with music (vocals permitted) will consist of the

following elements: May use elements from a previous level.  Deductions will be made for each element from a higher
level that are skated. Time is 1:00+/- 10 sec., to be skated on full ice

 Elements from higher levels are not permitted and will result in deductions.

Basic 1
1. Forward two foot glide
2. Forward two foot swizzles - 6 -8 in a row
3. Backward wiggles 6-8 in a row
4. Forward snowplow stop

Basic 5:
1. Backward outside edge on a circle - clockwise or

counterclockwise
2. Backward crossovers 6-8 consecutive - both directions
3. One foot spin - min of three revolutions
4. Side Toe hop -either direction
5. Hockey stop

Basic 2
1. Forward one foot glide - either foot
2. Two foot turn in place - forward to backward
3. Backward two foot swizzles - 6 - 8 in a row
4. Forward alternating _ swizzle pumps, in a straight

line -across width of ice
5. Moving snowplow stop

Basic 6:
1. Forward inside 3-turn - R & L
2. Bunny Hop
3. Forward arabesque spiral on a straight line R or L
4. Lunge -  R or L
5. T-stop - R or L

Basic 3
1. Forward stroking
2.    Forward _ swizzle pumps on a circle, either
        clockwise or counter clockwise  6 -8
consecutive
3. Moving forward to backward two foot turn - either

direction
4. Backward one foot glide - either foot
5. Two foot spin

Basic 7:
1. Forward inside open Mohawk - R to L and L to R
2. Ballet Jump either direction
3. Back crossovers to a back outside edge landing position -

clockwise and counter clockwise
4. Forward inside pivot

Basic 4
1. Forward outside edge on a circle clockwise or

counter clockwise
2. Forward crossovers  6-8 consecutive both directions
3. Forward outside 3-turn - R and L
4. Backward stroking
5.    Backward snowplow stop - R or L

Basic 8:
1. Moving forward outside or forward inside 3 turns R and L
2. Waltz jump
3. Mazurka - either direction
4.    Combination move - clockwise or counter clockwise – (2

forward crossovers into FI Mohawk, step behind, step into 1
back crossover and step to a forward inside edge)

5.    Beginning one-foot upright spin, optional free foot
position
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Beginner Free Skate Program [1:30] May not have passed any official US Figure Skating Freestyle or Moves in the
Field tests (higher than Skate With U.S. Basic Skills badge levels)  A well-balanced program consisting of half
revolution jumps, single salchows and toe loops.  Two-foot and one-foot upright spins permitted.
No Test [1:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3720. No US Figure Skating free skating test passed. Skated in
accordance with USFSA 3721.  Jump restrictions (no Axels or double jumps).
Pre-Preliminary [1:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3710.  May have passed the Pre-Preliminary free skating
test, but no higher Skated in accordance with USFSA 3711.  Jump Restrictions: (Axel but no double jumps).
Preliminary [1:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3700.  May have passed the Preliminary free skating test, but
no higher test.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3701.  Jump restrictions: (Axel plus up to two (2) different double
jumps).
Pre-Juvenile [2:00] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3690.  May have passed the Pre-Juvenile free skating test, but
no higher test.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3691.  Jump restrictions: (Axel plus up to four (4) different double
jumps).
Open Juvenile*13 [2:15] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3680.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3681
Juvenile [2:15] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3680.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3681.
Intermediate [2:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3670.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3673.
Intermediate Short [2:00Max] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3670.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3671 &
3672 (as applicable).
Novice Ladies [3:00]; Novice Men [3:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3660.  Skated in accordance with
USFSA 3663.
 Novice Short [2:15Max] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3660.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3661 & 3662
(as applicable).
Junior Ladies [3:30]; Junior Men [4:00] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3650.  Skated in accordance with USFSA
3653.
Junior Short [2:50MAX] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3650.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3651 & 3652
(as applicable).
Senior Ladies [4:00]; Senior Men [4:30] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3640.  Skated in accordance with USFSA
3643.
Senior Short [2:50Max] Skaters must comply with USFSA 3640.  Skated in accordance with USFSA 3641 & 3642
(as applicable).
Adult Bronze [1:40Max] Must be at least age 21.  Must comply with USFSA 3800.  Skated in accordance with
USFSA 3801.
Adult Silver [2:10Max] Must be at least age 21.  Must comply with USFSA 3790.  Skated in accordance with USFSA
3791.
Adult Gold [2:40Max] Must be at least age 21.  Must comply with USFSA 3780.  Skated in accordance with USFSA
3781.
 

COMPULSORY MOVES
Skaters may skate up one level from highest freestyle test passed.  No music will be played.  Only elements listed will
be judged.  Elements must be skated in program format, however, elements may be skated in any order.  Failed
elements may not be re-tried.  Additional jumps or spins are not permitted and will result in a deduction.  Only
elements listed will be judged.  Juvenile and Adult Gold/Masters will use full ice.  All other levels will use half ice. The
number indicated in [0:00] is the time limit in minutes/seconds.  Elements from higher levels are not permitted and
will deductions will be taken from the technical mark.

No Test - no US Figure Skating free skating test passed; (half-ice) [max 1:00]
(1) Bunny Hops - 2; (2) Waltz jump; (3) Lunge; (4) 2-foot spin; (5) Forward Spiral
Pre-Preliminary – must have passed US Figure Skating Pre-Preliminary free skating test, but no higher (half-
ice)  [max 1:00]
(1) Salchow Jump; (2) Toe Loop Jump; (3) _ lutz or _ loop jump; (4) 1-foot spin (minimum 3 revolutions; (5)
Forward spiral on an inside edge
Preliminary - may have passed US Figure Skating Preliminary free skating test, but no higher test; (half-ice)
[max 1:00]
(1) Diagonal step sequence; (2) Loop[ jump; (3) Waltz jump/toe loop jump comb.; (4) Sit spin (minimum 3
revolutions in position); (5) Change-foot scratch spin; (6) Backwards Spiral on an edge
Pre-Juvenile - must have passed US Figure Skating Pre-juvenile free skating test, but no higher test; (half-ice)
[max 1:00]
(1) Diagonal step sequence; (2) Lutz jump; (3) Flip/loop jump comb. ; (4) Camel/sit spin (no change of foot,
minimum 3 revolutions per position); (5) Front-back scratch spin (minimum 3 revolutions per foot);
Juvenile - must have passed US Figure Skating Juvenile free skating test, but no higher test [max 1:30]
(1) Circular step sequence; (2) Axel jump; (3) Lutz jump/loop jump combination; (4) Layback spin or cross-foot
spin (minimum 4 revolutions in position); (5) Sit-change-back sit spin (minimum 3 revolutions per foot);
Adult Bronze [max 1:00] Must be at least age 25.  Salchow; Waltz jump-toe loop combination (no turns or steps
between); Loop jump; Sit spin (minimum 3 revolutions); Lunge or spiral
Adult Silver [max 1:00] Must be at least age 25.  Flip jump; Loop jump; Single-single combination (must include toe
loop); 8-Step mohawk sequence either direction (2 sequences); Sit spin (minimum 4 revolutions)
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Adult Gold/Masters [max 1:30] Must be at least age 25.  Axel; Lutz-loop jump combination (no turns or steps
between); Circular footwork sequence; Camel-Back sit spin (minimum 4 revolutions each position); Waltz jump-half
loop-flip combination (no turns or steps between); Layback (Ladies) or Cross-foot (Men)

COMPULSORY SPINS

Skaters may skate up one level from highest freestyle test passed.  No music will be played.  Only the spins listed will
be judged.  Spins must be skated in program format utilizing connecting footwork, however, spins and connecting
footwork may be skated in any order.  Failed spins and footwork may not be re-tried. Jumps and additional spins
not specified are not permitted and will result in a deduction. All levels will use half ice. The number indicated in
[0:00] is the time limit in minutes/seconds.

Preliminary [max 1:30] One foot forward upright spin-NO LAYBACKS (minimum 4 revolutions); Sit spin (minimum 4
revolutions in position; One foot upright back spin (minimum 4 revolutions); Footwork sequence of any pattern; One
field element.
PreJuvenile/Juvenile [max 1:50] Combined Level Event-Camel spin (minimum 4 revolutions in position);
Combination spin with only one change of foot (minimum 4 revolutions on each foot); Layback (Ladies) or Cross-foot
spin (Men) (minimum 4 revolutions in position); Footwork sequence of any pattern; One field element.
Intermediate/Novice [max 2:00] Combined Level Event-Flying spin (minimum 5 revolutions in position); Layback
(Ladies) or Cross-foot spin (Men)(minimum 5 revolutions in position); Combination spin with only three different
positions and only one change of foot (minimum 5 revolutions on each foot); Footwork sequence of any pattern; One
field element.
Junior/Senior [max 2:20] Combined Level Event-Flying spin (minimum 8 revolutions in position); Layback (Ladies)
or Cross-foot spin (Men)(minimum 8 revolutions in position); Combination spin with only three different positions and
only one change of foot (minimum 6 revolutions on each foot); Footwork sequence of any pattern; One field element.
Adult Bronze/Silver [max 1:30] Combined Level Event-Must be at least age 25.  One foot forward upright spin
(minimum 4 revolutions); Sit spin (minimum 3 revolutions in position); Camel spin (minimum 3 revolutions in position);
One field element.
Adult Gold/Masters [max 1:50] Combined Level Event-Must be at least age 25.  One foot back spin (minimum 4
revolutions); Combination spin with only one change of foot  (minimum 3 revolutions on each foot); Layback (Ladies)
or Cross-foot spin (Men) (minimum 4 revolutions in position); One field element.
 

ARTISTIC EVENTS
Artistic
Music is the choice of the skater and may include vocal music with lyrics.  Costume is the skater’s choice.  Skaters
will be judged on the use of and quality of edges, footwork, spins, spirals, etc., as well as flow and expressing the
rhythm and character of the music.  The skater may include jumps and spins to enhance the interpretation of the
music.  No jump will be permitted at a level higher than a double Lutz.  Jumps will be judged on the quality of the
jump, not on its difficulty.  Props are not permitted (includes, hats and capes). Events will not be segregated by
gender.  The number indicated in [0:00] is the program length in minutes/seconds. 

Juvenile/Intermediate/Novice [max 2:10] Skaters who have passed the Juvenile free test, but no higher than the
Novice free skating test.*
Junior/Senior [max 2:40] Skaters who have passed at least the Novice free skating test.*
Adult [max 1:40] No test restrictions.  Must be at least 21 years of age and skated in accordance with 3821.*      

MANEUVER TEAM EVENTS

Each New Jersey US Figure Skating Club may enter a team of four members.  Individual Participation is limited to
being on only one team and for one club.  Each team member performs a different maneuver.  The Competition
Committee/Referee reserves the right to grant permission to clubs under certain hardship cases to enter this event
with three members. (One member would then perform two maneuvers.)

Introductory Maneuver Team: Boys and/or Girls who have not passed any US Figure Skating tests.
(1) Backward crossovers in a figure eight; (2) Forward spiral; (3) Two foot spin; 4) Waltz jump.

Bronze Maneuver Team: Men and/or Women who may have passed no higher than Preliminary FS test.
(1) Loop jump; (2) Waltz jump; (3) Salchow/toe loop combination jump (no turns or steps between jumps);
(4) One foot upright spin (free foot position optional).

Silver Maneuver Team: Men and/or Women who may have passed no higher than Juvenile FS test.
(1)Axel jump; (2) Serpentine spiral sequence (must have at least three distinct spiral positions); (3) Double
toe loop jump; (4) Camel sit change sit spin.

Gold Maneuver Team: Open to all skaters.
(1) Double lutz jump; (2) Flying sit spin; (3) Double salchow/double toe loop jump combination (no steps or
turns in between jumps); (4) Camel change camel spin.

Adult Maneuver Team: Members must be 21 years of age or above.(1) Shoot the duck or lunge; (2) One-foot upright
spin (free leg position optional); (3) Jump combination of two single jumps (no turns or steps between the jumps and
no axel permitted); (4) Circular spiral sequence with at least two distinct spiral positions.
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If you are interested in competing in any Pair event (as specified in the 2006-2007 USFS rulebook),
Shadow, solo interpretive or solo original set pattern dance, senior trophy dance (as specified in
the 2006-2007 USFS rulebook) or couples dance, please contact the competition committee
directly.

DANCE EVENTS

Dutch Waltz/Canasta Tango: No tests required, but no higher than 2 Pre-Bronze dances.
Rhythm Blues/Cha-Cha: May have passed 2 preliminary Dances, but no higher than the Bronze dance test.
Swing Dance/Fiesta Tango: May have passed Preliminary Dance test, but no more than one Pre-Silver dance.
Hickory Hoedown/Willow Waltz: May have passed Bronze dance test, but no higher than one Silver dance.
Fourteenstep/Foxtrot: May have passed Pre-Silver dance test, but no higher than one Silver dance.
American Waltz: (Open) No test restrictions.
Kilian: (Open) No test restrictions.
Rocker Foxtrot/Blues: (Open) No test restrictions.
Starlight Waltz: (Open) No test restrictions.
CUP DANCE-European Waltz/Tango/Paso Double: (Open for couples only)  No test restrictions.  First Place will be
awarded the Council Trophy.
Adult Pre-Bronze (Dutch Waltz/Cha Cha) Both partners must be at least age 21.  May have passed two Bronze
dances.
Adult Bronze (Ten-fox/Hickory Hoedown) Both partners must be at least age 21.  May have passed two Pre-Silver
dances.
Adult Pre-Silver (Fourteen Step/Foxtrot) Both partners must be at least age 21.  May have passed two Silver
dances.
Adult Silver (Tango/Rocker Foxtrot) Both partners must be at least age 21.  (Open) No test restrictions.
Adult Pre-Gold (Blues/Paso Doble) Both partners must be at least age 21.  (Open) No test restrictions.
Adult Gold (Westminster Waltz/Quickstep) Both partners must be at least age 21.  (Open) No test restrictions.

  
SHOWCASE EVENTS

Skating will be judged solely for theatrical and artistic qualities, and from an entertainment standpoint.  Technical skill
and difficulty will not be rewarded as such; however, skating must be the major element of the performance and of
sufficient quality to support the theatrical elements chosen.  Unintended falls, poorly executed skating elements and
obvious loss of control will reduce competitor’s marks.

Technical elements evaluated will include: Energy, poise, acting, pantomime, eye contact, choreography, line,
extension, and use of costumes, ice and props.  Costumes should fit the performance; competition skating attire will
be penalized.  Props are limited to those that can be hand carried or pushed onto the ice surface by the competitor,
unassisted.  Setup and clearance times are limited to 30 seconds each.  Props may not include flame or smoke or
any presentation that effects the quality of the ice surface.  Vocal music is permitted.  Performance levels may be
further divided or combined according to the number of entries.  Events will not be segregated by gender.

No Test/Pre-Preliminary [max 1:40] Skater may have passed the Pre-Preliminary free skating test, but no higher
test.
Preliminary/Pre-Juvenile [max 1:40] Skater may have passed the Pre-Juvenile, but no higher test.*

HIGH SCHOOL GROUP SHOWCASE
High School Group Showcase – Performance will be judged for theatrical and artistic qualities, from an entertainment
standpoint.  Technical skating skill and difficulty will not be rewarded as such; however, skating must be the major element of the
performance and of sufficient quality to support the theatrical elements chosen.  Technical elements evaluated will include:
Energy, poise, acting, pantomime, eye contact, choreography, line and extension.  One mark will be given by each judge for
each deduction for each 10 seconds in excess of the maximum performance time.  There is no minimum program time.  Vocal
music is permitted.   Timing starts with the first motion of the body – hand, head, skate, etc.   Each skater may participate in only
one Group Showcase event.  Group Showcase teams have the potential to enter the National Showcase provided that all
qualifications are met.   Please refer to the USFSA site for information regarding the National Showcase.
TYPE Classification USFS Test

Equivalent
Age Max Duration

Mini Production
Ensemble
(3  to 7 skaters)
As per the National
Showcase

N/A N/A N/A 3:10 max
As per the National
Showcase


